
Aggression in the Barcelona metro by carrying
a Spanish flag and hat
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A participant in the Jusapol demonstration has suffered an assault inside the Urquinoona subwayan assault inside the Urquinoona subway when

he was pushed down the stairs for carrying a Spanish flag. According to several witnesses, around two

The participant of the demonstration injured in the Urquinoana metro. / THE WORLD

The Mossos charge against CDR trying to reach the police demonstrationThe Mossos charge against CDR trying to reach the police demonstration
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o'clock in the afternoon when he was returning from the rally, the victim, a 30-year-old ASF wearing a

Spanish cap and a Spanish flag, has received the "treasonous" pushhas received the "treasonous" push since there was no no previous

discussion. Only one "mori España" (death of Spain) has been heard after the fall and while the aggressor

fled up the stairs.

A security guard from TMB went after him and managed to reach him but the aggressor's companions

started to threaten him and threaten him so he had to let him go. He only kept one piece of clothing that

he was wearing. The victim had a strong blow to the head, with a gap of about 8 centimeters,strong blow to the head, with a gap of about 8 centimeters, and bled

abundantly so the emergency services were notified. A quarter of an hour after the attack, members of

the Urban Police and the Emergency Medical System (SEM) arrived, in addition to a patrol from Mossos,

who were able to attend it. However, he was taken to the hospital totally shocked. As the newspaper has

learned, the victim was recently operated on and under treatment for cancer.

The Mossos have started an investigation to find the alleged aggressor,an investigation to find the alleged aggressor, so they have taken statements

from the witnesses present and will request the viewing of the subway cameras. At the moment it is

known that he is of medium height and dressed in dark clothes. The area was full of riot control after the

two demonstrations and for security reasons you could not access some subway entrances, so most

people were going to the one that was open and where the aggression.

The first political reactions have not been slow to arrive. From Ciutadans, the president of the party,

Albert Rivera, has condemned the facts on social networks: "

My resounding condemnation of this new separatist aggression, this time a man for wearing a hat with

the Spanish flag. "Rivera has expressed his hope that" he recovers as soon as possible and falls on his

aggressors the weight of the law. That's how things are in Torra's Catalonia. "

From the same social network, the president of the PP has shown his "rejection of any aggression" and

asked "what else has to happen for the government to act?" "The Catalans deserve peace and not live in

this unbreathable situation, the confrontation that leads to secessionism is a seed of seriousthe confrontation that leads to secessionism is a seed of serious

consequences,consequences, " he warns.
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